Dr. Chad Brodt specializes in the diagnosis and management of heart rhythm disorders. He performs catheter ablation to treat conditions of fast rhythms such as supraventricular tachycardia, atrial flutter, atrial fibrillation and ventricular tachycardia. In addition he performs implantation procedures of devices such as pacemakers for slow heart rhythms as well as defibrillators and biventricular pacing devices for individuals with heart failure or risk of fatal arrhythmias. He is currently interested in improving our understanding and utilization of low radiation techniques when performing electrophysiologic procedures. He is an active participant in the Stanford Arrhythmia Service's multiple ongoing clinical trials to further the advancement in this field. He collaborates directly with Stanford Cardiac Surgeons in pioneering new "hybrid" approaches to manage arrhythmias.
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- Get a Second Opinion: https://stanfordhealthcare.org/second-opinion/overview.html
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